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JOHN JACOBSiEN et al.,

Appellees.

Oral Argument of Charles S. Wheeler.

May It Please the Court: In the year 1901 the ditch

belonging to the corporation plaintiff was begun. In

February, 1902, this corporation had incorporated, hav-

ing for its purposes, among others, the sale of water to

mines and the furnishing of water and the sale thereof

for irrigating land. This ditch was proceeded with in

the year 1902, and was completed in the fall of 1903. I

have said that it was incorporated—this plaintiff cor-

poration—in 190'2, in the month of February. In the

following March, after its incorporation, and sometime

after the construction of its forty-seven miles of ditches

and laterals had beg:an, the defendants located certain

mining claims along its line of ditch. At that time the

ditch had not reached those claims ; but in due course the



ditch approached and crossed those claims, and was con-

structed while these defendants assert that thej were

working* upon a part of these very claims; and it was

constructed there without any objection whatsoever

from them. Since its completion, in 1903, at a cost of up-

wards of $400,000 this ditch has supplied the water

which has washed out of the earth and rocks of Alaska

over one-half, or approximately one-half, of all of the

gold produced in the vicinity of Nome. The estimated

output, for the year 1905, of |3,000,000 will owe one-half

of its origin to the waters of this ditch. From 400 to 700

miners are employed or are working their own claims

with the waters of this ditch.

There is another ditch situate a short distance higher

up the mountainside, called the Campion Ditch. These

defendants, taking water from that rival ditch company,

at the hour of midnight, and unaided and unassisted by

any lights, so manipulated those waters along the line of

this ditch that it was cut out and temporarily destroyed.

The plaintiff corporation repaired its ditch, and an-

other act of the same kind being threatened by the de-

fendants, a temporary restraining order was issued, an

order to show cause served, the order to show cause

heard, and upon the hearing of that order to show cause

the learned Alaskan Court has refused to grant the in-

junction pendente lite. Atid why? Forsooth, because

long ago it was held in the case of Jennison vs. Kirk, 98

U. S. 453, that under the act of 1866, a private proprietor

owning a ditch which was used for no public purpose,

—



which was exercising no public use—could not run his

ditch through a yalid mining claim which was located

before the ditch was constructed! For that reason

—

a reason which wholly overlooks the distinction between

private and public uses—this great public industry, so

essential to that particular portion of this continent,

has received a blow which, unless it can be corrected in

this court, must result in the utter destruction of its

utility. And this destruction will have been accom-

plished by mining claimants who have the audacity to

assert that they have found gold-bearing gravel, which,

by one of those marvelous freaks not often found in na-

ture, chances to follow the sinuosities of the mountains

just along the center line of this ditch; it will have been

accomplished by defendants who have the effrontery to

assert that this midnight work—done without sluice-

boxes and without lights—had to be done in that particu-

lar place and in such manner as to cut out our ditch,

rather than on the other acres and acres which are at

their command. These defendants were asldng $7,500 of

this plaintiff for those claims. Notwithstanding, the

fact that there is thus fixed an adequate measure of

their damage, if any they have suffered—notwithstand-

ing the public detriment which will follow the destruc-

tion of our ditch—notwithstanding; the enormous pe-

cuniary damage and liability to our consumers which

will 'be ours if our property is destroyed, we have been

denied an injunction pendente lite. The Court has re-

fused to preserve the statu quo until it could finally pass



upon our rights and resolve the intricate questions, if

there be such, involved in this case. I say "intricate

questions"—intricate only as to matters of fact concern-

ing the value of this property as mining ground, for it

seems to me that the law upon this proposition is per-

fectly clear.

As I say, the learned court of Alaska has depended

solely upon Jennison vs. Kirk, and other authorities deal-

ing wholly with private rights; but here we stand in

charge of a public use, actually supplying the public with

something necessary to its purposes. We are in charge

of a public use which we have exercised for two years

without molestation from these parties. We are threat-

ened, as I say, with destruction, where it appears to me

that our rights are perfectly well-defined and clearly set-

tled.

I understand it to be a settled principle that if a cor-

poration exercising a public use, having the right to exer-

cise the power of eminent domain, has, without objection

by the claimant or owner of land, proceeded to take pos-

session of that land for a right of way,—whether it be a

railroad or a ditch,—that thereafter the claimant of that

land is relegated to his action for damages. An estoppel

arises, after the corporation in charge of the public use

has expended large sums of money in construction, and

has proceeded with its public service and has entered into

contracts upon the faith of its rights to use the land it

occupies, one who has acquiesced will not be heard to say

that that which he has thus permitted must be wrested



from its position in order that some private right of his

may be gratified. This is the law where his title is un-

doubted and is unquestioned,—where it is full and com-

plete. But take the case of one who has built a ditch

across the public domain. Can it be possible that after

a great work of that character has started, there is no

such doctrine of relation,—the Court taking, as it does, ju-

dicial notice of the laws of nature, of the grades essential

in order that water may be moved along,—^I say is it pos-

sible that there is no such doctrine of relation, where a

public use of the water carried by the ditch is involved,

that mining claimants, after a ditch has been started in

good faith, to go over public lands then unclaimed, can

acquire, as against the owner of that ditch, the right to

block him by locating their claims in front of his pro-

posed right of way? Are the laws of the United States

inadequate to meet an emergency of that kind?

In a case somewhat analogous the Supreme Court of

California has said of the right of the owner of the ditch

:

"There can be no doubt that on the completion of

the work (the ditch) their rights related back at least

to the commencement of the work."

Osgood vs. Water and Mining Co.y 56 Cal. 581.

I claim that we are acting here under a grant—a grant

from the United States; perhaps not completed (accord-

ing to the showing made here by the pleadings), but, at

the same time, vesting us with a perfect right, even as

against a locator, to take this property for the public

purposes for which we have taken it. I refer to the stat-
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ute known as, "An Act to Repeal the Timber Culture

Laws, etc.," 6 Fed. Stats. Ann., page 508. Section 18 of

that act provides that the right of way through the public

lands of the United States is hereby granted to any canal

or ditch company formed for the purpose of irrigation

which may hereafter file, with the Secretary of the In-

terior, a copy of its articles of incorporation, and due

proofs of its organization under the same, to the extent

of the ground occupied by the water of the canal and its

laterals, and fifty feet on each side of the marginal limits

thereof.

I have called the attention of Your Honors to the fact

that this corporation is organized for irrigation, but if

the circumstance that its waters are used in mining cuts

any figure here, that suggestion is met by the amendment

of May 11th, 1898, which provides:

"That the rights of way for ditches, canals or reser-

voirs heretofore or hereafter approved under the pro-

visions of sections 18, 19, 20 and 21 of the act en-

titled ^an act to repeal timber culture laws, and for

other purposes,' approved March 3rd, 1891, may be

used for purposes of a public nature; and said rights

of way may be used for purposes of water transporta-

tion, for domestic purposes, or for the development

of power, and subsidiary to the main purpose of ir-

rigation.''

Id. 512.

I interpret that to mean that it was the intention of

Congress to so enlarge the act first quoted and which

confined such rights of way to corporations formed for



purposes of irrigation only, that the same right may now

be exercised by corporations organized for any purposes

of a public nature.

It has been held, under the Railroad Act, which is

identical in its essential terms with these provisions, by

the Supreme Court of the United States, that where the

road has proceeded, under words of grant identical mu-

tatis mutandis with those I have just read, to build its

line, and has thereafter filed with the Secretary of the

Interior its articles of incorporation, it acquires a per-

fect title; in other words, the filing of the articles is not

a condition precedent; it makes no difference which act is

done first, the building or the filing.

Northern Ry. Co. vs. Jones, 111 U. S. 130.

Here are Government lands, the title to which is in

the Government; the right to file a location is given to

the mining claimants,—a location which may exist to-day

and be abandoned to-morrow. If there is a mining claim

or other location along the right of way which the ditch

company desires, how is the title of the Government,

(which until patent is superior to that of the mining or

other claimant), to be obtained unless Congress has passed

some act for that purpose? The act of 1866 gave a

right of way, under some conditions, to the individual

miner. The act which I have just read, as amended, con-

fers this privilege upon irrigation companies and those

in charge of public uses. Congress has recognized that

there might be settlers on the land involved where a com-
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pany proceeds to take, for public purposes, land for its

ditch. It realizes that possibly some of those offers of

the Government, known as mining claims, pre-emptions

or homesteads, which may have been partially accepted,

are outstanding along the right of way. It does not say

that corporations in charge of these public uses must stay

their hands until they have condemned the property. It

grants the right of way at once and protects mining claim-

ants and other settlers in section 19, which provides:

"Whenever any person or corporation in the con-

struction of any ditch, canal or reservoir, injures or

damages the possession of any settler on the public

domain the party committing such injury or damage

shall be liable to the party injured for such injury

or damage."

Here we were, then, with a right to take advantage

of this privilege extended to us by the Government,—

a

right which, as I say, could not depend upon the order

of our going; that is, we could first build our ditch and

afterwards file our articles, and so complete our fee

simple in our right of way. That has been held in the

absolutely analogous case of Jamestown and Northern

Railway Company vs. Jones, 177 U. S. 130'. Here, I say,

we had the right to proceed in this way; when we en-

tered upon these claims we did so under the right which

the Government had conferred upon us; we were not

compelled to wait until we had condemned the claim

of the miner; we had the privilege of acquiring a grant

just as he had a similar privilege. The same Govern-
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ment which gave him his right -gave us ours. By pro-

ceeding to build our ditch we initiated our right just

as clearly and just as satisfactorily as he could initiate

his right by staking out his claim and making; his loca-

tion and doing his assessment work from year to year.

We having started our ditch before he made his location,

ours was because of that fact alone the better right

under the doctrine of relation. !

Osgood vs. Water and Mining Co., 56 Cal. 571.

But in any event there is before you the case

of two conflicting grants, or opportunities to acquire

grants; one to the miner and the other to the ditch

company. And the question is: If with this offer ex-

tended to us by the Government, we go upon a claim

which has been staked out along our line after we have

initiated our work, and if we build our ditch through it,

are we in any way amenable to the defendants at all,

and, if we are, then is it their right to destroy our ditch?

Ai similar question arose in Michigan. It is said by

Judge Cooley in the case of Flint & P. M. Railway Com-

pany vs. Gordon, 41 Michigan, 4:2{>,—and, I will say that

this was a question of one who claimed under a rail-

road grant of a rigjit of way (a gTant no stronger in its

terms than those which I have read to Your Honors from

the act in question) between the claimant of that grant

and a claimant under a homestead entry
( pp. 430-432)

:

"The homestead entry vested no title in the de-

fendant but it gave to him under the law a right of

possession which he might perfect by continued
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occupancy and improvement. If he failed so to

perfect it, what right he had reverted to the United

States. If he perfected it, he was entitled to a

patent, which related back to the time when his

entry was made, and took date with it. French v.

Spencer^ 21 How. 228; ^hepley v. Coivan^ 91 U. S.

337; Johnson v. BalloUy 28 Mich. 379. This is a

statement of familiar and undisputed principles.

"But in this case there is what seems at first blush

to be a conflict of grants. The defendant made his

entry first, but the complainant completed its road

over the land before the defendant obtained his

patent. To acquire the benefit tendered by the act

of 18G6 nothing! more was necessary than for the

road to be constructed; no patent is required in

such cases, but the offer and the acceptance taken

together are equivalent to a grant. The complain-

ant, therefore, by accepting the offer of the Govern-

ment, obtained a grant of the right of way, which

was at least perfectly good as against the Govern-

ment, and must be held to be perfectly good as

against this defendant unless his patent antedates

it by relation, or unless the equities springing from

his possession and improvement would preclude

any right being acquired adversely.

"Some equities the defendant unquestionably has,

but we do not think he is entitled to what he claims

from the doctrine of relation. That doctrine is

remedial, and its use in the law is to prevent

wrongs and punish trespasses. Stout v. KcyeSy 2

Doug. (Mich.) 184; Bullou v. O'Brien^ 20 Mich. 304.

As has been repeatedly declared in this court, it

can never be so applied as to make that a wrong
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which was innocent when done, or so as to divest

rights which, by the sanction of law, have been ac-

quired since the time from which the relation dates.

Bacon v. Kimmel, 14 Mich. 201; Whipple v. Farrar,

3 Mich. 436; Blackwood v. Brown, 29 Mich. 483.

Now leaving out of view for the present the equities

of the defendant, we cannot say that complainant

was guilty of any wrong when going on to construct

its road across this land. There was lawful author-

ity for building the road, and we may assume that

the crossing of this land was a necessity. It is not

very clear that under the general railroad law so

peculiar an interest as that of the defendant could

have been appropriated by adversary proceedings,

and it is certain that complainant could have been

under no obligation to proceed to an appropriation

of the interest of the United ^States, if that interest

was freely granted by that act of 1866, as we think

it was. Ciomplainant accepted the offer of that act,

and the construction of its road under the offer

would be not only a sufficient but also an equitable

consideration. And when the right was thus per-

fected, we do not think it could be defeated by any

act of relation springing from the accomplishment

of something subsequently."

We say that the Government gave us the right to go

upon this land. If anything is to be said, it is that con-

flicting offers were held out to us and also to the one

who has located upon the mining ground. We initiated

our right when we started our ditch. The following

year the defendants located claims upon lands which

our ditch was approaching. We went upon these
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claims when our ditch reached that point and we have

ever since occupied our right of way. The act of Con-

gress might have said that the claimant or occupant of

land should have no compensation from us. Black vs.

Elhhorn Mining Co., 52 Fed. 859. It has seen fit to say

that he may have his action for damages. That is the

position to which he must be relegated. Perhaps our

rights under the doctrine of relation are such that he is

entitled to nothing. But, however that may be, he cer-

tainly has no right to go out at midnight and destroy

our ditch and thereby not only injure the corporation

plaintiff but interfere with the public use in the exer-

cise of which the corporation is pursuing its way.

Concluding Argument of Mr. Wheeler.

Mr. WHEiELER.—Your Honor Judge Ross, asked a

question, but I heard no answer to it. I will endeavor

to answer that question: It seems to me that the reason

why they have to cut out this ditch is because, through

some wonderful freak of nature, gold upon that moun-

tainside has been so bestowed that the channel lies im-

mediately under our ditch throughout its length and

breadth and just above and just below! Your Honors

will also find that when our ditch was cut out they were

using no sluice-boxes; in other words, I believe that if

Your Honors will give to this transcript the care which

the Court always gives in such matters, that the mask

will be torn fromi this defense, and that Your Honors
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cannot fail to reach a conclusion contrary to that

reached by the learned Judge of the Maska court—and

I say that with all respect—and that Your Honors will

conclude that this defense is a mere pretense designed to

carry out a deliberate effort to hold up the corporation

plaintiff and to force it to give an exorbitant price for

certain worthless lands. That is the answer, as we see

it, to the question which Your Honor asked.

The learned counsel has certainly suggested a new

theory in the law of eminent domain. I take his ar-

gument to be that public use in Alaska is a private use

by the miner of his mining claims, and that therefore

we would be attempting to take a property for a public

use not superior to*his use at the time we thus under-

took to take it. The argument is, of course, novel, but

it is not borne out by the law in Alaska any more than

elsewhere. The Alaska statute provides that, subject

to the provisions of section 204, the right of eminent do-

main may be exercised in behalf of the following public

uses:

"Canals, ditches, flumes, aqueducts, and pipes for

public transportation, supplying mines and farm-

ing neighborhoods with water, and draining and

reclaiming land, and for floating logs and lumber

on streams not navigable, and sites for reservoirs

necessary for collecting and storing water.

^'(5,) Rioads, tunnels, ditches, flumes, pipes, and

dumping places for working mines; also outlets,

natural or otherwise, for the flow, deposit, or con*

duct of tailings or refuse matter from mines; also
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an occupancy in common by the owners or posses-

sors of different mines of any place for the flow,

deposit, or conduct of tailings or refuse matter

from their several mines, and sites for reservoirs

necessary for collecting and storing water."

That our use is a public use, while defendants' use is

for purely private purposes, is of course obvious.

Next it is suggested that because the plaintiff corpor-

ation uses some of the water from this ditch that, there-

fore, the use is not a public use. That proposition, too,

is a novel one. The Spring Valley Water Company

owns a large building in this city. Will it be contended

that it is not in charge of a public use because, per-

chance, it uses some of its own water in that building?

It has never before been supposed that one in charge of

a public use is debarred from sharing its benefits like

any other member of the community.

Again, it is suggested that in our complaint we do not

offer to do equity. If equity should be done we stand

ready to do it, but we do not understand that there is

anything exacting of us that we do equity here. We
understand that there is nothing to justify these min-

ing locations. We expect to show—in accordance with

the affidavits of some of our witnesses who have pros-

pected this ground and have failed to find colors in the

pan,—we expect to show that it was not subject to lo-

cation, that it was absolutely worthless as mining

ground. When it comes to the trial that will be one of

the questions to be threshed out. If it is not mining
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ground, if they had no right to locate it as such, then

unquestionably we are not bound to pay them anything

for the privilege which we have of passing over this

land, even if they are otherwise right in their various

contentions made here.

Furthermore, Your Honors will find in evidence this

document:

"Nome, Alaska, August 2, 1905.

"Received of the Miocene Ditch Co., 1406, being pay-

"ment in full for all damages and causes of action

"whatsoever to date.

"JOHN JAOOBSiEN,

"A. B. CHAGNON."

(Trans., p. 210.)

Jacobsen and Chagnon are two of the defendants in

this case. Your Honors will find it in the evidence here

that the money received from this corporation plaintiff

by these two defendants was divided among the defend-

ants Jacobsen, Spullis, Riassman and Ohagnon. We
claim we were thereby released of and from any cause of

action which they ever may have had. If, as is claimed,

that release is too broad under the facts, that will be

a question for the Court to determine upon the final

hearing. There is no equity for us to do at this time, in

view of our claims of right, under any conceivable theory

of this case. We are not called upon to pay anything to

defendants if there is no mine, or if there is a mine, and

we have been released by them of all demands whatso-

ever.
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Suppose that upon the final hearing it should appear

that our contentions are wrong, and that we should do

equity: Has it ever been said that a plaintiff must

waive his defenses against the claims of the defendants

by offering to do equity in his complaint, where he

claims there is no equity to be done? Is it not within

the powers of the Court of Chancery to insist upon the

final hearing, that as a condition precedent to the relief

sought, equity shall be done? May not the Court, in its

final decree, require us to do such equity as the circum-

stances may make it appear is proper? Manifestly, we

were not bound to offer that which we expect to show

the defendants are not entitled to, namely, that they

should receive payment for what we have done on this

land.

There is one other point I wish to make: It is sug-

gested by the learned counsel that his witness who tes-

tified that he saw the ditch being built—one of these

defendants—and that he made no objection to it, subse-

quently changed his testimony to say that it was in the

fall of 1903 when he saw the ditch, and that then the

water was running through it. But it does not ap-

pear that he made any objection at that time. It fur-

ther appears that since the water has been running

through this ditch, four of these defendants have re-

ceived from us money because of damage which they

claim to have resulted on these very properties from the

overflowing of this ditch, and that then and at that time

they put forward no claim against our right to be there
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and to maintain that ditch. Is that, in addition to the

time which has passed, not such an acquiescence that

they will be estopped? If we, in charge of this public

use, have received this treatment from them,—if know-

ing we were there, they have made no outcry, and claim-

ing to be damaged not by the ditch but by the waters we

are running through that ditch, they have received from

us compensation for the alleged damage without claim-

ing damages for the use of our right of way, are they

now to be heard that they have the right to destroy that

ditch? Or will the Court in any aspect say they must

needs be relegated to an action for damages for any

right they have against us?

Permit me, in conclusion, to make clearer perhaps than

has been made yet in this argument, the views of the

court of last resort upon the question of standing by

while a corporation in charge of a public use proceeds to

occupy a right of way.

"It being admitted, as it seems to be, that the

plaintiff had full knowledge of the proceedings of

the company to locate and construct their road

upon his land, before and during all of the time of

the construction, and that he did not interfere in

any way to prevent the occupation of the land for

the purposes of the road otherwise than by forbid-

ding the hands working on the road until his dam-

ages were paid, and that only on one occasion, it

becomes an important inquiry whether he can main-

tain ejectment for the land by reason of the nonpay-

ment of his damages. * * * It is undoubtedly
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true that, according to our general railroad statutes

and the special charters in this State, the payment

or deposit of the amount of the land damages as-

sessed or agreed is a condition precedent to the

vesting of the title, or of any right in the company

to construct their road, and that if they proceed in

such construction without this, they are trespassers.

And this has been repeatedly so held by this Court.

"This may have led to the misapprehension in the

present case, but it certainly is a very serious mis-

apprehension. In these great public works the short-

est period of clear acquiescence, so as fairly to lead

the company to infer that the party intends to waive

his claim for present payment, will be held to con-

clude the right to assert the claim in any such form as

to stop the company in the progress of their works,

and especially to stop the running of the road after it

has been put in operation, whereby the public acquire

an important interest in its continuance. The party

does not, of course, lose his claim or the right to en-

force it in all proper modes. He may possibly have

some rights analogous to the vendor's lien in Eng-

land, and here till the Legislature cut it off. But it

is certain, according to the English decisions, that he

cannot stop the work, and especially the trains upon

the road, if he has in any sense, for the shortest

period, clearly given to the company, either by his ex-

press consent or by his silence, to understand that he

did not intend to object to their proceeding with their

construction and operation."

Northern Pacific vs. Smith, 171 U. S. 271, 272.

Had we not the right, in view of the facts disclosed to

Your Honors upon this hearing, to enter into contract
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with our consumers to supply them water to be delivered

in the coming years? Have we and have not the public

the right now to continue the water in that ditch? On the

one side you can see the irreparable injury that will

follow not only to the plaintiff corporation, because of the

destruction of this property, because of its outstanding

contracts, Dut^on the other side you have something that

can be accurately measured in damages. With these con-

ditions before you, why should not these defendants be

relegated to that remedy? Is it not just, is it not right,

that under the circumstances they should take their dam-

ages and let our property alone? And this even though

there were nothing in this transcript, nothing in this case

to suggest bad faith upon their part?

It is true that an injunction 'pendente lite is a matter

resting largely in the discretion of the Court. It is true

that the appellate court will rarely interfere with a dis-

cretion that is exercised; but an appellate court does un-

der proper circumstances interfere, and where it appears,

as it does affirmatively here, from the opinion of the

learned Judge of the Alaska court, that he has proceeded

upon a misapprehension of the law, that he has failed to

recognize the clearly drawn distinction between private

rights, as laid down in Jennison vs. Kirky on the one

side, and the rights of corporations exercising public uses,

as laid down in a multitude of decisions,—where it ap-

pears clearly that the trial Judge has proceeded from a

misconception of the law, is not that the case where this

Court is going to depart from) the usual rule and give to
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the party pendente lite an injunction which will protect

and preserve its rights, if rights it has?

These defendants are alleged to be insolvent. The

plaintiff corporation is amply able to respond in dam-

ages. There is nothing in this whole record to suggest

that it is not. And if it has not the right to maintain

the construction which it has laid across the claims of

defendants, the defendants cannot be injured; because in

dollars and cents their every detriment can be accurately

comtpensated.


